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00:26:27 CGHE Webinars: Thank you all for joining us today. Just a note that this session is 

being recorded and will be posted on the CGHE YouTube page. 

00:27:16 VINCENT XAVIER: Thank you verymuch sir.Im Dr.J VINCENT XAVIER, from India 

00:28:38 Dan: Thanks a lot for noting and I'm glad to join in this 

seminar. 

00:36:45 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you very much, Monika - interesting findings. 

00:37:08 Jo Kukuczka: Thanks for sharing your work, Monika :) 

00:37:16 Renee Bowling: Thank you Monika, appreciate your model as an analytic tool 

00:37:20 Gertrude Cotter: Thanks Monika very interesting 

00:37:45 Marta Kozlowska: Indeed a very interesting and insightful model! Thank you for 

sharing 🙂 

00:39:09 Tasie Tao: Thank you Monika for such a brilliant presentation 👏 

00:39:22 Xiaoyu Wang: Thanks Monika, it is a very interesting project. My project is about 

citizenship education in England and China, a comparative study. Hence, I am really 

interesting in how you frame your conceptual framework. Thanks! And Good luck! 

00:40:01 Monika Jaiswal-Oliver: Thank you, Monika. Very insightful study 

00:40:48 Herminia Alonso: Thank you very much Monika. Very interesting model. 

00:40:55 VINCENT XAVIER: Than you Monica Clear vision 

00:41:06 William F Machaca Zamalloa: Thank you, Monika. Indeed, it is a truly insightful 

study. 

00:42:06 Monika Kraska: Thank you all for your comments 

00:42:42 Simon Marginson: Colleagues it is time for you to put forward your questions and 

statements for our speakers - use the Chat to do this! we will select the Q&A participants on 

the basis of what’s coming forward in the Chat. 



00:43:47 Alison Leslie: Really interesting presentation Monika. Q: why these countries and 

institutions for your case studies? 

00:44:44 Victor Karunan: Question for Monika and Simon: Can you both define what you 

mean by "global citizenship"? Are there differences and often conflictive definitions being 

used - based on where you are and what is your frame of reference or theoretical 

framework? 

00:45:58 Vickie Crockett: For Monika: Is this model designed to drive university curriculum 

or instructional practices to help them move to a more desired outcome? (from neoliberal 

to liberal or critical for example?) Are there ramifications for how students might then 

choose their institutions of higher learning based on these lenses? 

00:50:05 Vickie Crockett: For Simon: How can we create more globally inclusive 

programming that incorporates a broader range of practices (such as those in regions like 

Brazil, as Monika pointed out) and does not rely so heavily on the practices and structures of 

the global north? How can the practices of the global south better inform the practices of 

the global north? 

00:51:30 Maria-Ligia Barbosa: For Monika: PUC Rio is one of the best universities in Brazil. 

So, a very especial case. Did you investigate, in your case studies, the impacts of policies for 

internationalization issued by central governments? 

00:51:32 Kathrin Herres: In addition to the question about the definition of global 

citizenship, I would be interested in the differentiation from the definition of IHES. 

00:51:36 Kester Muller: Hi everyone. If you are interested in research on global citizenship 

and related topics, you might want to have a look at the work of the Academic Network on 

Global Education & Learning - a world forum for academics and researchers in global 

education. https://angel-network.net/ 

00:51:40 Jo Kukuczka: Thank you, Simon, you got me thinking a lot 

00:52:37 Jo Kukuczka: Thanks for sharing this link @Kester 

00:52:45 Vickie Crockett: Powerful points. Monika and Simon! Thank you both so much for 

sharing! 

00:52:55 VINCENT XAVIER: Sir is there possibility to get attendance certificate.please reply 

00:53:05 Mousumi Mukherjee: Thank you Simon Eten! 

00:53:17 walburga katharina freitag: Thank you Simon for your interesting talk!! Very 

important! 

00:53:17 VINCENT XAVIER: Thank you simon 

00:53:18 Mousumi Mukherjee: Thank you, Monika! 

00:53:24 William F Machaca Zamalloa: Thank you, Simon! Very interesting approach. 

00:53:33 Fernanda Bowler: Very interesting presentation, Simon! 



00:53:35 Kathryn Abell: Thank you to both, very interesting! 

00:53:55 Maria-Ligia Barbosa: Thank you, Simon. Could you share your presentation, 

please? 

00:55:04 CGHE Webinars: The slides from both presentations will be posted on the CGHE 

site this afternoon. 

00:55:35 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you Simon - a great presentation. In particular: 

contextualisation ( “glocal internationalisation” ) 

00:57:08 Charito Pizarro: Thanks a lot for sharing your research findings, Simon and Monika. 

00:58:05 Marta Kozlowska: Indeed - it would be great to involve all stakeholders, naturally 

students as well. Possibly probing into their perspectives and perceptions of what has been 

achieved. 

00:58:06 Xiaoyu Wang: delineate 

00:58:12 CRISTINA DE CARVALHO: Thanks Monika and Simon for very interesting 

presentations! 

00:58:31 Percy Hung: Thanks a lot for sharing your research studies, Simon and Monika. 

00:58:34 Gertrude Cotter: If you look at Monika's model and the spectrum from neoliberal 

to critical, where does the concept of Ubuntu 'fit' in there?  Or does it? Does not have to 'fit 

in', am just wondering where we can bring these together. 

00:59:30 Gertrude Cotter: GC is very hard to define.  Also Global Citizenship Education is not 

the same as GC. 

00:59:31 Jo Kukuczka: Global + local = glocal is making more sense by the minute :) 

01:00:37 Vickie Crockett: @Jo Kukuczka I hear you! 😄 

01:01:29 Jo Kukuczka: :) 

01:06:01 Gertrude Cotter: Monika, I missed the start of your talk, apologies, how does your 

model differ from Oxley and Morley's typography? 

01:08:18 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. A recording of this session will be 

on the CGHE site tomorrow morning: https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-

seminar/internationalisation-and-global-citizenship-in-higher-education/  

01:09:14 CGHE Webinars: Our next webinar, 'The New Geopolitics of International Higher 

Education (Part II)', will take place on Thursday. You can register here: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/the-new-geopolitics-of-international-

higher-education-part-ii/  

01:11:43 Trif Victorița: Thank you! 

01:11:46 Adam Woodage: Thank you both for sharing your interesting and thought-

provoking work, and CGHE for organising! 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/internationalisation-and-global-citizenship-in-higher-education/
https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/internationalisation-and-global-citizenship-in-higher-education/
https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/the-new-geopolitics-of-international-higher-education-part-ii/
https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/the-new-geopolitics-of-international-higher-education-part-ii/


01:11:50 Gertrude Cotter: thank you! 

01:11:59 Lori Lee Wallace: Thank you! 

01:12:04 Gertrude Cotter: yes I agree Simon. 

01:12:21 VINCENT XAVIER: Thank you 

01:12:29 gulnar orynbek: Thank you Simon and Monika 

01:12:30 Monika Kraska: Thank you for your questions 

01:12:34 gulnar orynbek: for the great presentations 

01:12:49 Denise McAllister Wylie: Thank you both for your interesting presentations. 

01:12:51 Anushya Pradhan: thank you, really interesting presentations 

01:12:56 Percy Hung: Thanks to Simon and Monika again for your sharing your research. 

01:13:01 Shuting Tan: Thank you Monika and Simon for the insightful sharing! 

01:13:03 Nicole Blum: Thanks to Monika and Simon for the very stimulating presentations! 

01:13:20 Vincent Carpentier: thank you both for your excellent presentations 

01:13:39 William F Machaca Zamalloa: Thank you Simon, Monika and Simon E! 

01:13:42 Alison Leslie: Thank you to the presenters. Looking forward to the rest of the 

series. 🙂 

01:13:42 Marta Kozlowska: Thank you Monika and Simon. Would it be possible to have your 

slides, please? Many thanks to our hosts as well. 

01:13:50 Dan: thank you both for your excellent presentations 

01:14:25 Hung Do: Thank you all! :) 

01:14:27 Arzhia Habibi: Thank you very much Simon and Monika and the CGHE organising 

team — really illuminating discussions! 

01:14:27 gulnar orynbek: Thank you 

01:14:35 ZIYUAN WANG: Thank you Monica and Simon for the brilliant presentations! 

01:14:37 Emily Gorlewski: this was excellent, thanks so much 


